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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 2015 - 2016 FINANCIAL YEAR
The 2015- 2016 financial year was one in which the FSC made great strides in both
the local and international arenas. A summary of the key milestones are listed below:
IARC/COSRA MEETING 2015
The FSC successfully hosted
the Inter-American Regional
Committee / Council of
Securities Regulators of the
Americas (IARC/COSRA) 2015
Meeting over 2 days (12th –
13th of November 2015) at the
UWI Regional Headquarters.
The IARC/COSRA 2015 Meeting was a high level meeting of senior regulators
from leading countries in the Americas, who used this meeting to address
global securities issues that are of importance to their respective countries.
IARC is one of four regional committees of the International Organization of Securities
Commissions (IOSCO), the international body recognized as the global standard setter
for the securities sector. These committees all focus on regional issues relating to
securities regulation in the 4 named regions. IARC, as the name suggests, focuses on
the Inter-American region. COSRAs members are the securities regulators of North,
South and Central America and the Caribbean and it aims to establish basic common,
legal and regulatory principles, by promoting efficiency in the securities market and
also ensuring consumer protection. IARC meetings are usually held in conjunction
with COSRA meetings, hence the reason for both groups meeting in Jamaica.
CARIBBEAN SECURITIES REGULATORS’ CONFERENCE 2015
The FSC hosted the Caribbean Group of Securities Regulators (CGSR) Conference and
Workshop at the Grand Bahia Principe Hotel in Runaway Bay, Jamaica, April
22-24, 2015. This has been an annual event for over 12 years, providing a
forum for securities market regulators in the Caribbean to meet and discuss
regulatory challenges, experiences and solutions. This year the conference had a
new dimension with a focus on Financial Inclusion, as was indicated in its theme
“Capital Market Development and the Role of Financial Inclusion”. The conference
was the outcome of collaboration between the FSC, Caribbean Regional Technical
Assistance Centre (CARTAC) and CGSR in association with Child and Youth
Finance International (CYFI). Attendees included representatives from Puerto
Rico, British Virgin Islands, the Netherlands, United Kingdom, United States of
America, Bermuda, Antigua & Barbuda and Spain. The first day of the conference
was dedicated to financial inclusion and presenters from CYFI provided insightful
and well appreciated information on youth finance initiatives being advanced
globally. There was also valuable discussion on Capital Market Development and
emerging issues affecting the region’s securities industries.
APPOINTMENT TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF SECURITIES
COMMISSION (IOSCO) BOARD
The Financial Services Commission was appointed to IOSCO’s Board for the term
2016-2018, as the Inter-American Regional Committee (IARC) Representative.
The term begins with the inaugural meeting of the new IOSCO Board currently
scheduled for the 12th of May 2016 in Lima, Peru. This prestigious appointment has
elevated the international profile of the FSC. It provides the regulator with a stronger
voice within this international standard-setting body and also allows it to have a
powerful say in the development of standards and other decisions that impact on the
local securities industry as well as the global securities industry.

FSC RECEIVED PLAQUE FROM CHILD & YOUTH FINANCE INTERNATIONAL
(CYFI) FOR WORK IN FINANCIAL INCLUSION
The FSC Jamaica was nominated as a finalist for the Country of the Year Award
at the 4th Annual Child and Youth Finance International Awards Ceremony, held
on 10th December, 2015 in London, United Kingdom. The 2015 Awards
ceremony recognized territories that achieved success, in demonstrating
innovation in financial inclusion and financial education for children and youth at the
national, regional and international level. The FSC Jamaica did not win the award,
however it received a plaque for its efforts and partnerships, that have allowed for
considerable progress on Financial Inclusion and Financial Education for youth. The
event was hosted by Baroness Howarth of Breckland. The plaque was received by
our Executive Director of the FSC, Ms. Janice P. Holness.
SCHOOLS’ FINANCIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMME
This year, the Schools’ Financial Education Programme (SFEP) ran from the 25th
of January to the 15th of March 2016. The SFEP is part of the FSC’s broader
goal to advance financial literacy and education in Jamaica. Since its inception
over 5 years ago, the SFEP has been able to reach over 1,200 students across
the island from diverse rural and urban High Schools. This year’s programme
directly targeted approximately 300 students in 10 high schools across the
island, namely Ardenne High, Papine High, St. Jago High, Black River High,
Glenmuir High, Ascott High, Denbigh High, York Castle High, William Knibb
High and Mannings High. As in previous years, the programme has reached an
even greater number of indirect beneficiaries, who include the peers of the
targeted students, their teachers and family members. The curriculum covered
the fundamental elements of personal finance and the application of money
management principles to a personal financial plan, which took into account
their own lifelong financial needs and personal goals. Participants in the
programme were also taught other valuable life lessons to help them become
successful men and women of tomorrow.
One of the fun features of the programme was the guided Financial Education
Tours that were organized for the students from all participating High Schools.
This tour included visits to the FSC, Bank of Jamaica’s Money Museum and the
Jamaica Stock Exchange. This year’s SFEP culminated with an Awards
Luncheon on the 15th of March 2016 at the Jamaica Pegasus Hotel. Highlights
of the Awards Luncheon included a student from Ardenne High copping the
award for the Logo Competition; a student from Denbigh High School copping
the award for the Essay Competition; Ardenne High copping the
FSC’s Vision Award and a teacher from York Castle High copping the award for
Most Enthusiastic New Advisor. Additionally, all students in attendance at
the Awards Luncheon benefited from a mentorship experience during the
event, whereby power-brokers from the private sector and corporate public
sector entities took the time to sit with the students throughout the function and
provided them with career guidance and other useful tips for success.
The programme was undertaken with the kind support of the following sponsors and
partners: Junior Achievement Jamaica, the Jamaica Stock Exchange, the Bank of
Jamaica, Jamaica Cooperative Credit Union League, Royale Computers &
Accessories, Appliance Traders Limited, executives from corporate Jamaica and Child
& Youth Finance International. This initiative reinforces the FSC’s commitment to
youth development and nation-building towards making Vision2030 a reality.
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INDUSTRY STATISTICS – DECEMBER 2015 QUARTER
OVERVIEW OF THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY
As at December 31, 2015, eleven general insurance companies
were registered; however, only nine were operational. While
there were seven registered life insurance companies, only
six were in operation during the same period.

Table 1 - Statistical Information and Financial Position of the Life Insurance Industry

Sep 14
$'B

Dec 14
$'B

Mar 15
$'B

Jun 15
$'B

Sep 15
$'B

Dec 15
$'B

Percentage
Change
between
Dec ‘14 &
Dec '15

Total Investment Assets

238.1

244.0

247.5

253.8

255.3

262.1

7.4

Total Assets

256.6

261.7

265.7

271.7

273.9

281.5

7.6

78.1

80.0

79.6

82.6

81.1

81.3

1.6

Other Liabilities

121.7

122.9

125.2

127.5

128.7

131.2

6.8

Total Liabilities
Capital & Surplus

199.8
56.8

202.9
58.9

204.8
60.8

210.1
61.5

209.8
64.1

212.5
69.0

4.7
17.1

As at
Balance Sheet

LIFE INSURANCE INDUSTRY (SEE TABLE 1)
There were changes to the taxation regime for the life insurance
industry, which took effect during 2015. Gross premium and
investment income taxes were removed and replaced by a new
corporation tax of 25 percent. This change resulted in the life
companies holding less of their actuarial reserves compared to the
period ended December 31, 2014. Consequently, the insurance
companies experienced an improvement in their profitability due to the
reduction in their net actuarial reserves. The improvement in profitability
was evident by the 60.3 percent increase in net income before tax over
the prior period. Capital and surplus (retained earnings) increased by
17.1 percent over the prior period based on the reasons stated above.

Insurance Liabilities

GENERAL INSURANCE INDUSTRY
As seen in table 2, the general insurance industry for the year 2015
experienced small increases in net premium income and net
investment income while other income fell when compared to the
prior year in 2014. This decline was a result of the deterioration
in foreign exchange by 18.3 per cent, due to a slower rate of
depreciation year-to-date for the Jamaican dollar against the United
States dollar. With total expenses increased marginally, there was a
2.3 per cent decline in pre-tax income at the end of 2015. The
general industry demonstrated growth in their total assets,
investment assets and capital. See Table 2. Table 3 displays
selected key results such as the underwriting ratio. The industry was
below the underwriting ratio maximum of 100 percent.

Balance S
heet

Profit and loss (YTD)
Net Premium Earned

31.4

41.7

10.6

21.4

32.1

45.8

9.8

Net Investment Income

14.2

19.3

4.8

10.1

15.6

23.0

19.2
-23.1

Other Income

5.2

0.9

2.0

3.0

4.0

Total Expenses before tax

39.1

4.38

51.6

13.8

28.1

38.0

52.0

0.8

Net Income before tax
Net Income

10.8
10.0

13.1
13.7

2.6
2.2

5.4
5.0

12.9
10.4

21.0
17.3

60.3
26.3

Table 2 -Statistical Information and Financial Position of the General Insurance Industry

Sep 14
$'B

Dec 14
$'B

Mar 15
$'B

Jun 15
$'B

Sept 15
$'B

Dec 15
$'B

Percentage
Change
between
Dec ‘14 &
Dec '15

Total Investment Assets

41.6

41.1

42.8

43.4

44.5

45.2

10.0

Total Assets

61.9

59.5

62

66.3

64.9

64.8

8.9

Insurance Liabilities

35.8

34.5

34.9

36.9

37.0

35.5

2.9

Other Liabilities

5.8

4.4

6

7.5

5.5

5.8

31.8

Total Liabilities
Capital & Surplus

41.6
20.3

38.9
20.3

40.9
19.8

44.5
21.8

42.5
22.4

41.4
23.4

6.4
15.3

11.9
2.1

16
2.8

4
0.6

8.1
1.4

12.3
2.0

16.3
2.9

1.9
3.6

As at

Profit and loss (YTD)
Net Premium Earned
Net Investment Income
Other Income

0.5

0.9

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

-22.2

Total Expenses
Income (Loss) before Tax
Net Income

11.3
3.3
2.3

15.4
4.3
2.9

4.3
0.7
0.5

8.0
1.8
1.3

12.0
2.9
2.0

15.8
4.2
3.0

2.6
-2.3
3.4

15-Sep

15-Dec

FSC
Benchmark

Table 3 - Selected Prudential Ratio for Insurance Companies
Ratio

14-Sep

Mar 15
$'B

Total Assets

542.6

547.1

Total Liabilities

471.1

475.9

As at

28.4

29

29.7

29.3

30.5

32.5

≥ 10%

Return on Capital (YTD)

18.9

22.2

4.2

8.6

20.0

30.1

≤ 20%

General Companies
Solvency Ratio

45.3

52.1

48.5

45.3

48.8

53.7

≥ 25%

Return on Capital (YTD)

17.4

21.2

3.7

8.8

13.9

18.9

≤ 20%

Underwriting Ratio (YTD)

94.6

96.6

100.1

99.2

97.3

96.8

≤100%

Dec 15
$'B

Percentage
Change
between
Dec '14 &
Dec '15

June 15
$'B

Sep 15
$'B

529.6

528.1

533.4

532.4

-2.7

456.1

452.6

461.9

458.7

-3.6

Balance Sheet

Total Capital

71.5

71.1

73.5

75.5

71.5

73.7

3.7

Funds Under Management

796.9

813.8

804.2

856.0

892.3

909.0

11.7

Total Repo Liabilities

411.1

415.7

402.2

403.3

406.2

401.0

-3.5

Total repo liabilities declined by 3.5 percent for the quarter ending December 31,
2015 when compared to the quarter ending December 31, 2014. This
was also evident in the intermediation ratio declining by 1.4 percentage
points from the amount recorded as at the end of September 2015 (See
table 2). With the reduction in repo liabilities, total funds under management
(FUM) increased by 11.7 percent for the report period (See table 1).
Table 2: Selected Prudential Ratio for Securities Firms
Sep

Dec

Mar

Jun

Sep

Dec

14

14

15

15

15

15

Capital/Risk Weighted Asset

21%

22%

22%

22.4%

21.6 %

21%

Capital/Total Assets

13.2%

13%

14%

14.3%

13.4%

14%

≥ 6%

Intermediation Ratio

35%

35.5%*

35.2%

31%

29.4%

28%

≤ 50%

Ratio

Profit and loss
Total Revenue
Total Expense
Total Interest Income
Total Interest Expense
Net Interest
Pro fit Income

10.4
8.0
7.8
5.1
1.5
2.7

September and December 2015 data

10.1
7.9
7.3
4.8
1.4
2.6

9.7
7.8
7.1
4.3
0.9
2.8

10.9
7.1
7.2
4.2
2.3
3.0

15-Jun

Solvency Ratio

Table 1: Statistical information of the Securities Firms, September 2014 to December 2015

Dec 14
$'B

15-Mar

Life Companies

OVERVIEW OF THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY
During the quarter ended December 31, 2015, the number of
licensed securities dealers supervised by the Financial Services
Commission (FSC) stood at 42. Of the 42 licensed dealers, the
analysis will focus on 32 securities firms whose core business is
dealing in securities.

Sep 14
$'B

14-Dec

9.4
6.9
6.7
4.0
1.9
2.7

11.6
14.9
9.3
17.7
8.3
13.7
6.3
FSC 5.1
COMPASS
|
2.1
50.0
3.2
23.1

PAGE 3

FSC Benchmark
≥ 10%

*Based on revised definition for Retail Repos as per Securities (Retail Repurchase Agreements) Regulations, 2014
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INDUSTRY STATISTICS – DECEMBER 2015 QUARTER

(CONT’D)

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

STATUS REPORT ON UNIT TRUSTS AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2015
As at December 31, 2015, there were twelve (12) unit trusts managed by five (5) fund managers, namely Barita Unit Trusts Management Company Ltd., JMMB Fund
Managers Ltd., NCB Capital Markets Ltd., Sagicor Investments Jamaica Ltd. and Scotia Asset Management Jamaica Ltd. Unit trusts portfolios are composed mainly
of fixed income securities, real estate investments and equities. For the quarter ended December 31, 2015, approximately72.5% of the funds were invested in fixed
income securities, 17.4% in real estate, 9.3% in equities and0.8% in cash and others. The equity investments are primarily listed on the Jamaica Stock Exchange. As
at December 31, 2015 total funds managed by unit trusts management companies was approximately $142.3 billion. The table below compiles data of funds under
management for quarter over quarter commencing December 2014 through to December 2015. For the December 2015 quarter, there was a net inflow of $774 million.
Sep
2015

Jun
2015

Mar
2015

Dec
2014

$’M

$’M

$’M

$’M

$’M

142,250 136,363 132,169
8,248

12,779

11,354

15,695

Value of units
Redeemed
for the quarter

6,328

5,994

4,404

4,651

3,062

Net inflow/outflow
for the quarter

774

2,254

8,375

6,703

12,633

Percentage Market Share as at December 31, 2015

purchases/redemptions

20,000,000
15,000,000
10,000,000
5,000,000
0
Dec -13 Mar -14 Jun -14 Sep-14 Dec -14 Mar -15 Jun-15 Sep-15 Dec -15
Quarter

16.4%

Scotia
21.3%

Sagicor
51.9%
5.9%

redemptions

25,000,000

7,102

Barita

purchases
30,000,000

120,529 111,440

Value of units sold
for the quarter

NCBCM

Cumulative Unit Trust Purchases/Redemptions for the Period
December 2013- December 2015

$'000

Total Funds under
Management as at

Dec
2015

As at December 31, 2015 Sagicor Investments continued to lead with 51.9%
of the market share followed by Scotia Asset Management with 21.3%.NCB
Capital Markets had 16.4%; Barita Unit Trusts Management had 5.9%, while
JMMB Fund Managers had 4.6%.

JMMB
4.6%

REVIEW OF PRIVATE PENSION INDUSTRY QUARTERLY STATISTICS, SEPTEMBER 2015
As at September 30, 2015, there were 802 pension plans with assets totaling $366.96 billion covering approximately ten percent of the employed labour force. This
represented a percent increase over the previous quarter (See Table 1 on Page 5). Plan membership was however unchanged for the quarter.
INVESTMENT MIX
Direct holdings of securities of governments comprised approximately 37 percent of total investments as at September 30, 2015; this represented a second
quarter of marginal reduction in the total quantity held. Investment arrangements represented approximately 31 percent of total investments as shown in Table 2 on Page 5.
Investment arrangements, which include pooled funds and deposit administration contracts, are significantly invested in government securities. This indirect
investment in government securities accounts for approximately 57 percent of these investment arrangements as at September 30, 2015; representing a two percent
decrease compared with the previous quarter. After the significant reduction in retail repo investments during the previous quarter, there was a reversal as retail repos
increased by 14 percent and now account for five percent of the value of these investment arrangements as at September 30, 2015.
The continued robust performance of the stocks listed on the Jamaica Stock Exchange (“JSE”), which experienced an appreciation of 26.16 percent for the 2015
calendar year, was partially attributable to the three percent increase in value of the direct holdings of stocks and shares within the investment portfolio of pension plans
when compared with the second quarter of 2015. The value of this asset class stood at $40.86 billion, representing eleven percent of total invested assets. Bonds and
Debentures increased by 15 percent during this quarter continuing the growth experienced in the previous quarter. Investments in repurchase agreements declined by
approximately four percent to $30.96 billion during the quarter. There were significant increases in deposits and leases whilst other investments declined by 15 percent
during the review period.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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INDUSTRY STATISTICS – DECEMBER 2015 QUARTER
ACTIVE PENSION PLANS
The number of active pension plans accounted
for 51.75 percent of the total private pensions
industry. As at September 30, 2015 there were
four hundred and fifteen (415) active plans, five
less than the previous quarter (See Table 3). Five
pension plans wound-up during the quarter
which resulted in a reduction in the active
membership in private pension arrangements in
Jamaica during the quarter.
ACTIVE PLANS BY TYPE
As illustrated in Table 4, superannuation funds
(“funds”) accounted for approximately 97
percent of the number of active plans and 95
percent of total assets. During the review quarter
the assets of active retirement schemes
(“schemes”) increased by 4.02 percent to
$17.23 billion, relative to a marginal increase
recorded by superannuation funds (See Charts 1
& 2). Whilst membership in active funds
decreased during the quarter, there was no
movement in the membership within the schemes.
INVESTMENT MANAGERS
There were no new investment managers participating
in the private pensions industry as at September
30, 2015. Life insurance companies represent
11.11 percent of the total number of investment
managers; however they continue to account for
approximately 51 percent of total private
pension assets. Life insurance companies and
securities dealers account for 90 percent of the
private pension industry assets. Credit unions
and building societies with less than one percent
of private pension assets accounted for the
smallest market share (See Table 9).

Table 1: Key Statistics
September 2015
Number of Plans
Asset Values ($’000)

June 2015

March 2015

802

802

802

366,962,276

363,068,777

349,561,879

109,984

109,984

110,041

8.92%

9.08%

9.02%

Total Membership
Private Pension Coverage as a
Percentage of the Employed
Labour Force

Note: June 2015 has been re-stated

Table 2: Aggregate Investment Mix

Types of Investment

Percentage
of Total
Investments

Amount
Invested
$'000

Sep-15
Deposits

Percentage
of Total
Investments

Amount
Invested
$'000

Percentage
of Total
Investments

Amount
Invested
$'000

Jun-15

Mar-15

4,336,946.24

1.19%

3,359,088.32

0.93%

3,628,417.21

71,928.59

0.02%

31,766.60

0.01%

92,014.33

0.03%

135,892,156.04

37.27%

136,425,709.61

37.85%

137,770,995.76

39.70%

30,962,388.55

8.49%

32,317,386.02

8.97%

33,123,790.82

9.54%

7,583,060.70

2.08%

6,611,919.91

1.83%

6,267,899.70

1.81%

193,667.36

0.05%

221,330.16

0.06%

251,097.91

0.07%

Other Loans

2,584,166.46

0.71%

2,504,746.45

0.69%

2,235,829.95

0.64%

Promissory Notes

3,115,818.76

0.85%

2,817,607.34

0.78%

2,736,793.00

0.79%

Leases

2,590,559.23

0.71%

1,776,677.95

0.49%

1,780,214.76

0.51%

40,855,300.33

11.20%

39,759,731.42

11.03%

34,481,737.47

9.94%

20,868,202.87
114,373,003.67

5.72%
31.37%

20,681,041.70
112,506,137.16

5.74%
31.21%

20,094,908.64
103,341,756.22

5.79%
29.78%

Commercial Paper
Securities of Governments
Repurchase Agreements
Bonds and Debentures
Mortgage Loans

Stocks and Shares
Real Estate
Investment Arrangements
Derivatives

1.05%

0.00

0.00%

0.00

0.00%

0.00

0.00%

Other Investments

1,209,345.47

0.33%

1,424,256.01

0.40%

1,266,138.38

0.36%

Total Investments

364,636,544.28

100.00%

360,437,398.65

100.00%

347,071,594.17

100.00%

Other Net Assets

2,325,731.33

2,631,378.57

2,490,284.63

366,962,275.61

363,068,777.21

349,561,878.80

Total Assets

Note: June 2015 has been re-stated
Investment Arrangements describe Investments in Deposit Administration Contracts and Pooled Funds

Table 3: Membership

September 2015

June 2015

March 2015

415
102,406

420
102,515

423
102,222

Number of Active Plans
Active Membership

Table 4: Active Plans by Type as at September 30, 2015

SUMMARY
The private pension industry continues to be
stable with most ecomonic indicators in the
country pointing in the right direction. During
the review quarter, the number of active pension
plans declined when compared with the June
2015 quarter, as a result of the termination of
five plans. The number of Jamaicans participating in private pension arrangements declined
during quarter. Conversely, the Jamaican
employed workforce grew during the quarter
resulting in an reduction in pension coverage.
Further information in relation to the pension
industry statistics for the quarter ended September
2015 is available on the FSC’s website.

Number of
Active Plans
Retirement Schemes

Percentage
of Plans

13

Number of
Members

3.13

Percentage of
Membership

40,023

Asset Value
($’000)

39.08

17,231,913

Percentage
of Asset
Value
4.87

Superannuation Funds

402

96.87

62,383

60.92

336,383,722

95.13

TOTAL

415

100.00

102,406

100.00

353,615,635

100.00

Table 5: Total Assets Under Management of Licensed Investment Managers
Investment Managers

Number of
Entities
Sep 2015

Asset Values
Sep 2015
($’000)

Number of
Entities
Jun 2015

Asset Values
Jun 2015
($’000)

Number of
Entities
Mar 2015

Asset Values
Mar 2015
($’000)

Insurance Companies
Securities

3
16

188,947,703
142,190,884

3
16

185,573,691
142,061,959

3
16

178,604,481
136,601,185

2
5
PAGE
26

276,245

2
5
26

263,294

35,547,444
366,962,276

34,169,833
363,068,777

2
5
26

34,107,535
349,561,879

Credit Unions/ Building Societies
Other
FSC COMPASS
Total

|
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FINANCIAL EDUCATION: IT’S ROLE IN FINANCIAL
CONSUMER PROTECTION
Modern financial markets are growing rapidly and with improvements in
financial technology and the promotion of innovation, there is a parallel
increase in the design of complex financial products. These products are
sometimes created and sold extensively without sharing vital information
that would be of importance to consumers/investors.
Oftentimes, aggressive advertising and marketing by financial institutions
result in the sale of products to individuals, who lack awareness of the
associated financial risks, even at a basic level.

The vulnerability of consumers highlights the importance of the nexus
between financial education and consumer protection - and therefore,
the regulator’s role in this process. This falls squarely in line with the
FSC’s mandate to protect the users of the financial services sector.
It is important for the regulator to play a proactive role in the fight
against the manipulation and scamming of consumers, so that investors
are spared the loss of their investments.

While regulators never want to stifle innovation, unfortunately, the rate at
which new financial products are being introduced to the market is not
being matched by an equally robust rate of roll-out of financial education
programmes.

To this end, the FSC’s financial education initiative have included
measures, such as offering financial tips to investors; providing information
about disclosure rights, and conducting training sessions on financial
awareness to sensitize consumers about how to avoid the potential
pitfalls in the various financial markets.

It has become very difficult for the average consumer to successfully
navigate the financial marketplace, let alone for poorly informed individuals
to make financial decisions best suited to their needs. Financial education is
one of the best ways of getting consumers to make informed choices when
investing in financial products.

Financial services providers also have a significant role to play in the
financial education process and can do so by ensuring that their
customers understand the details of the product they intend to
purchase, by both informing consumers of these products and providing
them with explanations of the key terms and conditions of the products.

Through financial education, financial advice is imparted to financial
consumers/investors in a manner that leads to their increased knowledge
and understanding of financial markets and the products offer by the
dealers.

The importance of disclosures is underscored by the fact that the laws
administered by the FSC, require that financial services providers give
their consumers all the necessary financial and other significant
information that relate to the products they are selling to their consumers.
Additionally, the FSC issues industry guidelines to encourage best
practices relating to the disclosure standard expected from the financial
services providers.

Consumer protection and financial literacy affects both developing and
developed countries alike, but emerging economies have even more
pressure to address this issue. One major problem is the question of how to
navigate the landscape of a financial sector that is expanding at a rapid
pace.
The challenge is that with a rapidly expanding financial sector, there will be
many first-time investors, who lack experience and knowledge about
sophisticated financial products. It is in this area that financial education
can play a vital role in equipping investors with the proper financial
guidance to navigate the ever-changing and dynamic financial markets.
Financial education does this by empowering individuals to:
• Manage their finances and track their spending to meet the demands of
their individual circumstances,
• Plan ahead for life goals, as well as for the unexpected, and

Financial education is of great
importance for the further
development of financial
markets; both the regulator and
the financial service providers
have a significant role to play
in the process.
Accordingly, regulators must
develop ways of incorporating
financial education into their
business processes, while encouraging
innovation and market development,
alongside providing oversight to protect the
market from the malpractices of financial
service providers.

• Acquire knowledge on how to engage in “comparative shopping”, how to
obtain redress on issues with financial institutions and how to seek
information on investment opportunities, among other relevant topics.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE & RISK MANAGEMENT

RISK MANAGEMENT IN COMMON SENSE LANGUAGE - BY NORMAN MARKS - OCTOBER 29, 2015
Our lives, both personal and professional, are full of uncertainty.
As Benjamin Franklin once said, "In this world nothing can be said to be
certain, except death and taxes."
Many things can happen between where we are and where we want to go.
We have control over very few of these indeed. But we don't have to submit
ourselves to the fates; we can influence our fate through risk management.

While some "experts" talk about reviewing a list of top risks, a periodic
exercise at best, people in the business are making "small" decisions
that could have a huge impact on the enterprise as a whole: selecting a
vendor to perform safety inspections, choosing a firm to lead marketing
efforts, deciding which candidate should be offered the position of
general counsel, deciding whether to override a systems alert, and so
on.
It may be simple to understand (and hopefully I have helped with that)
the principles of effective risk management.

Simply put, risk management is about:
• Understanding all the possible things that might happen.
• Estimating the consequences of those events and situations, how they
might affect our ability to achieve our objectives (otherwise, do they
really matter?), and the likelihood of those effects (recognizing that
there may be multiple effects from a single event or situation).

But practicing effective risk management is anything but easy. There are
so many uncertainties, so many assumptions (another form of risk
assessment), and so many decisions.
The management of risk is not something that should be done or even
led by a risk practitioner. It is something that every executive, manager,
and decision-maker practices every minute of every day.

• Determining whether those consequences are acceptable/desirable.
• Taking action to modify, as best we can, the consequences and/or
their likelihood.

Risk is managed effectively when you have done all you can to influence
the making of decisions such that the right level of the right risks is
being taken.

Risk management is about far more than avoiding hazards and limiting the
possibility and extent of loss or failure. It's doing what we can to optimize
outcomes.
• It's about intelligent and informed management.
• I like to talk about "taking the right level of the right risks."
• As you sit and read this, you are taking a risk: You are breathing.
You are taking a risk that you will inhale bacteria, etc., that will
make you sick. But you accept that risk because the alternative
is a poor one!
You are also taking a risk, because while you read this post, you are not
giving your full attention to something else. We are taking risk every
minute of every day, both in our personal and professional lives.
The key is to do so in an informed way, making logical and thoughtful
decisions, such that you increase the likelihood and extent of your
success.
The management of risk is not something that can be left to a periodic
meeting, analysis, or review of a report. It is something that has to be
an integral part of every decision, from setting corporate strategies,
to reviewing and assessing performance, and to every small decision
made cross the extended enterprise.
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SUMMARY OF THE INSURANCE (AMENDMENTS) ACT, 2016
The legislation is a pertinent tool that is employed to protect the users of
insurance and ensures the maintenance of a strong and vibrant insurance
industry. The FSC is mandated to protect the Jamaican insurance
policyholders, by regulating and monitoring the insurance industry. The FSC
in carrying out its mandated duties periodically proposes new legislation and
amendments to the existing legislation with the intention to minimize or
address issues such as gaps or weaknesses identified.
Recently, the FSC proposed several amendments to the Insurance Act, to
ensure that in the monitoring and supervision of insurance entities, the
legislative framework keeps pace with the developments, regionally and
internationally. The proposed amendments were enacted by the Jamaican
senate on January 15, 2016. The amendments seek to, inter alia,harmonize
the procedures for hearings, appeals and unclaimed balances with other
financial sector procedures.

The new amendments also require that insurers have in place proper
risk management procedures, in accordance with the prescribed
standards.
Additionally, the Insurance Regulations, 2001, Regulation 126 was
amended and now requires that insurance contracts bear on its face a
notice conspicuously sized and placed, stating that the policy is subject
to a pro rata condition of average.
Hence, insurance companies are now required to ensure that certain
insurance contracts will show clearly on the cover pages an average
clause; otherwise the contract will be void.
For more information and or clarification on The Insurance (Amendment) Act,
2016, visit the Houses of Parliament website (http://www.japarliament.gov.jm).

DID YOU KNOW? PENSION REGULATIONS EXPLAINED
(a) Can a pension plan invested in real estate, be leased to the Sponsor
and or associates of the Sponsor?
Sponsors and or associates of the Sponsor are treated as related parties
pursuant to the Pensions (Superannuation) Funds and Retirement
Schemes) (Investment) Regulations, 2006 (“Investment Regulations”).
Investment in real estate leased to the Sponsor and or associates of the
Sponsor is prohibited pursuant to Regulation 34(1) of the Investment
Regulations, except where such investment existed prior to the date of
commencement of the Regulations.
(b) Does an employer have the right to withhold members’ pension
benefits?
Pension benefits constitute a part of a member’s pension right and
should not be withheld by a sponsor, further, section 13(2)k of the
Pensions (Superannuation Funds and Retirement Schemes) Act, 2004.
(“The Pensions Act”) stipulates that pension rights shall not be
commuted or surrendered and shall be non-assignable but a member
may allocate a portion of his pension to his spouse or a dependent. The
employer must seek other avenues, such as the Courts, if it thinks that
there are justifiable reasons to withhold a member’s benefit.
(c) What are the recognized jurisdictions for investments, pursuant to the
Pensions Act?
Pursuant to the Investment Regulations, recognized jurisdiction means
Canada, the United States of America, the United Kingdom or any
other country declared by the FSC. To date, there has been no such
declaration of additional jurisdictions by the FSC.
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EVENT RECAP: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND
RISK MANAGEMENT SEMINAR
Part of the mandate of the Financial Services Commission (FSC) under section
6(1)(a) of the Financial Services Commission Act is to promote “the adoption of
procedures designed to control and manage risk, for the use by the management,
board of directors and trustees of such institutions”. This responsibility is usually
fulfilled through legislation, guidelines, bulletins and public education. Public
education is usually effected through seminars and workshops targeting our
licensees and registrants. In the fulfilment of this goal, the Compliance and
Internal Controls (C&IC) division of the FSC hosted a half- day seminar titled
“Corporate Governance and Risk Management in an era of Increased
Accountability”. The seminar was held on September 10, 2015 at the
Knutsford Court Hotel and ran from 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. The objective of
the seminar was to inform our stakeholders of the importance of Corporate
Governance and the role it plays in managing emerging risks. Emerging risks and
changes facing licensees were identified and possible options to mitigate these
risks were identified. The seminar was approved by the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Jamaica (ICAJ) and participants received certificates while
earning 3.5 Continuing Professional Education hours for participation.
The seminar focused on the following key areas:
(1) Overview of the Private Sector Organisation of Jamaica (PSOJ) revised
Corporate Governance Code:
The FSC is part of the PSOJ’s Corporate Governance Committee and participated
in the development of the revised code. Discussion of the revised code with
licensees is part of the PSOJ’s efforts to encourage “buy in” from members of the
private sector. Compliance with the code that was drafted in accordance
with international best practices, is important for meeting global standards.
Additionally, it complements the corporate governance requirements that the
FSC requires of licensees. Consequently, adoption will improve our licensees’
corporate governance framework.
(2) The role of the board of directors and management in managing cyber
security risk
The management of cyber security risk is a formidable challenge facing local
companies. This is exemplified by the breaches in the information systems of
large corporations in the US as well as the recent hacking of several Government
of Jamaica websites such the Jamaica Information Service, etc. Additionally, a
number of our licensees are using and planning to use internet-based
applications to improve business efficiency and to offer enhanced customer
service delivery.The aim of the presentation was to educate participants on areas
of vulnerability, how to use risk management in assessing those areas and the
role of the board of directors.
(3) FSC Zero Tolerance Policy – what it means for you
The FSC plans to implement a zero-tolerance approach to breaches of the
legislation. The effect of this revised approach is that once the FSC identifies a
breach by one of its licensees/registrants, it will immediately take steps to enforce
applicable sanctions. This policy should help to engender a culture of compliance,
which forms part of the framework necessary for safeguarding against exposure
to risks that would negatively impact the credibility and reputation of the
financial services industry, the FSC and the country in the global markets.

The aim of the presentation was to address the concerns of the FSC’s licensees
and sensitize the Boards of these licensees about the changes they can
expect under the zero tolerance policy. Additionally, guidance was provided on
what licensees should be doing to deal with the impending implementation of the zero
tolerance policy and what they should expect from their management team.
(4) Understanding the new Retail Repurchase Agreement Framework
The main objective of this presentation was to sensitize participants on the new
retail repo framework. In accomplishing this, participants were made aware
of the current status of the implementation as well as the new requirements that
have been introduced. Additionally, participants benefitted from recommendations
on necessary actions that facilitated the change, and so ensured that they are
compliant with the new requirements – making for a smoother transition.
(5) Risk Management
This presentation focused on policies and infrastructure that Boards can use
to appropriately anticipate, identify, monitor and respond to risks. It also
explored how a Board can identify opportunities in the face of emerging risks.
Presenters included Greta Bogues – Chairperson, PSOJ Corporate Governance
Committee who made a presentation on the Private Sector Organization of
Jamaica’s Revised Corporate Governance Code; Tricia-Ann Smith DaSilva Senior Manager PwC who presented on Cyber Security Risk; the FSC’s
Lyndon Martin - Senior Technical Analyst who delivered the presentation on
Understanding the new Retail Repurchase Agreement Framework;
Dr. Howard Haughton - Managing Partner, Holistic Risk Solutions and
Member of the PSOJ Corporate Governance Committee who presented on
Risk Management; and Amina Maknoon - FSC’s Senior Director, Investigation
and Enforcement with an Overview of the FSC’s Zero Tolerance Policy.
Based on the feedback solicited, the Seminar was well received with over
ninety percent (90%) of respondents indicating that their objectives for
attending the seminar were met. C&IC and by extension the FSC, wishes to
express its sincere gratitude to all who participated.

Panel discussions underway at the “Corporate Governance and Risk Management in an era of
Increased Accountability” seminar held on Septermber 10, 2015 at the Knutsford Court Hotel.
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“WHAT IS YOUR DIVISION’S GREATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT(S)
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 2015/2016?”
ROSE-MARIE CONNOLLY PANTON

LAURENCE CROSSLEY

MANAGER – INSURANCE DIVISION
“There were three main achievements by the Insurance Division in the financial year
2015/2016”
MICROINSURANCE
The Financial Services Commission in collaboration with Access to Insurance
Initiative, a multilateral organization is working to introduce microinsurance to
the Jamaican insurance market. Over the past two years the project team has
engaged various stakeholders including the insurance industry in discussions
regarding the matter. Various workshops, training sessions and stakeholder
meetings have been held to sensitize persons on the introduction of microinsurance.
The project will continue in the year 2016/2017.

SENIOR DIRECTOR, SECURITIES DIVISION
“The Securities Division had a very eventful and successful year scoring
major accomplishments in several industry and international responsibilities.
These undertakings included:

INSURANCE (AMENDMENT) ACT, 2016
The amendments to the Insurance Act and Regulations were passed in February
2016. Some of the amendments include:
1. Requiring companies to establish and adhere to risk management
procedures which will be prescribed by the Commission;
2. Allowing insurers to publish an abridged version of the company’s audited
financial statements in a daily newspaper printed and circulated throughout
Jamaica provided that the full version of the statements are placed on the
company’s website;
3. Amendments to the Average Clause
4. The retention of records as stipulated in section 29 of the Act for a period of
not less than seven years

(1) Satisfying the International Monetary Fund (IMF) structural benchmark requirement
of transitioning the Retail Repo Product of the securities industry into a trust-based
arrangement, thereby mitigating the legal and operational risks of the retail repo market.
(2) Enactment of the Securities (Collective Investment Schemes) (Amendment)
Regulations 2015 on December 31, 2015. Amendments were made to the
Regulations to ensure full compliance with International Organisation of Securities
Commissions (IOSCO) Principles.
(3) Implementation of Jamaica Depository Receipt (JDR) Guidelines which govern
the depository receipts that are being traded on the Jamaica Stock Exchange.
(4) Implementation of a Strategy for Prudential Tightening in March 2016 which primarily
serves to address the remaining balance sheet risk with the retail repo market.
(5) Successfully hosting the 11th Annual Caribbean Group of Securities Regulators
(CGSR) Conference and Workshop, April 22-24, 2015 in Montego Bay, Jamaica.
(6) Successfully hosting the Inter-American Regional Committee (IARC)/Council of
Securities Regulators of the Americas (COSRA) meeting in Jamaica, November, 2015.”

AMINA MAKNOON
SENIOR DIRECTOR, INVESTIGATION AND ENFORCEMENT
The financial year 2015-2016 was marked by successful efforts to enhance the visibility
of the Investigation and Enforcement Division (I&E) as the conduct arm of the FSC.
Anti-Money Laundering & Counter-Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT)
I&E amended and finalized the Guidelines for Anti-Money Laundering & CounterFinancing of Terrorism issued by the Financial Services Commission (for Entities
regulated under the Insurance, Pensions, & Securities Acts & Regulations) (“the
Guidelines”) to aid FSC’s licensees and registrants in instituting sound and effective
AML programs. The Guidelines was published in the Jamaica Gazette on August 11,
2015 giving it the force of the law.
I&E spearheaded the deliverables on the FSC’s AML/CFT measures respecting its
regulated entities for the Caribbean Financial Action Task Force (CFATF) Mutual Evaluation.
I&E led AML/CFT training initiatives including:
* AML/CFT Annual Conference, 2015
* Public Briefing relating to the 2015 CFATF Mutual Evaluation (MEV) Exercise

.

NICOLETTE JENEZ
SENIOR DIRECTOR – PENSIONS DIVISION
CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION OF PENSION SUPERVISORS (“CAPS”)
The FSC retained the presidency of CAPS for another 2 years; signaling
the continued recognition of the reputation and work of the FSC in the
region in relation to pension supervision. CAPS is a multi-jurisdictional
association of pension supervisors, whose mission is to facilitate an
efficient and effective pension supervisory and regulatory system in the
Caribbean through the sharing of policies, procedures and methodologies relating to pension regulation. The Pensions Division of the FSC
continues to lead the way in pension supervision within the Caribbean
region and the election of the FSC, through the Senior Director –
Pensions is considered a testament of the confidence that our peers in
the region has in the FSC as a regulator.
TRAINING
The FSC, by leveraging the expertise and knowledge of the staff of the
Pensions Division, provided hands-on training for three employees of the
Suriname Central Bank (“SCB”). This training was a follow-up to the
theoretical training provided to the SCB employees in 2013. The SCB
employees were part of the Pensions Division’s examination, team
which conducted on-site examinations on three regulated entities.”

.
.

I&E published papers and facilitated or presented at conferences in keeping with the
FSC’s objective to promote financial awareness and education. I&E’s involvement in this
process included the following:

. Presentation on Financial Regulatory topics at the University of the West Indies
Faculty of Law Inaugural Symposium of Law
. Presentation on Digitisation and the New Face of Financial Crime at the CARIMAC
3rd National Cybersecurity Conference
. Presentation on the “Implementation of the Zero Tolerance Approach” at the
Corporate Governance Seminar and at the Bank of Nova Scotia, Jamaica
. Facilitatation of training at the Ministry of Justice, Justice Training Institute on
“Regulations in the Financial Sector”
. I&E opened 105 formal investigations against the FSC’s regulated sector as well as
85 investigations relating to fitness and propriety and market conduct breaches.
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